
Schedule a demo at
xoi.io/turnpoint-promotion

The XOi Platform
The only digital tool your techs 
will ever need on a jobsite.

How XOi Works

How XOi Helps

XOi is the field service platform your entire 
team will love. (Especially your techs.)

reduction in second 
truck rolls

20% 40% 30%

reduction in 
customer credits

increase in preventative 
maintenance contracts

Uncover Revenue Opportunities
Through visual evidence and clear access to predictive analytics

Streamline Your Manual Processes
Turn them into simple digital experiences

Become an Employer of Choice
By providing techs with microlearning opportunities in the field

Collect
Essential job site data: 

asset information, 
issues, fixes, and more

Connect
Technicians with the job 

information they need, 
when they need it

Capitalize
On collected job site 

data and improve 
your bottom line



The XOi Platform: Premium
Connect Every Part of Your Field Service Ecosystem

Making Better Business Decisions 
Through the Data Your Techs Collect.  

Technician Empowerment
XOi is the only jobsite technology that connects 
people, from all parts of a field service ecosystem 
with the equipment they service. We go beyond the 
capabilities of standard FSM, CRM, ERP, and photo 
app technology to deliver you a communication tool 
that will completely transform your business.

The Power of a Dataplate
When a Tech snaps a simple dataplate photo, 
XOi utilizes AI and Machine Learning to unlock 

data trends that can be used to identify revenue 
opportunities and bring a new level of efficiency to 
your field service business. 

Premium Results
24% increase in revenue per request

20% increase in close rates

20% increase in preventative maintenance 
contracts

Fig. 1
The XOi Platform: Processing a Data Plate  

Fig. 2
The XOi Platform: Insights Dashboard

Track trends, benchmarks, 
and service bulletins to 
better understand your 

changing business, focus 
your capital, and win 

more bids & contracts.

Tech resume insights 
show maintenance trends. 
Understand which techs 
experts on specific OEM 
Units and pick the right 
person for the job.

XOi uncovers 
End Of Life and 

Preventative 
Maintenance 

Opportunities.

The information collected 
from dataplates within your 
organization is automatically 
analyzed to provide revenue 
boosting insights.

A simple dataplate 
photo pulls up an entire 
library of resources 
and sparks a system of 
intelligence.

Consistent workflow 
steps streamline and 
solidify your processes 
on site so every job is 
done correctly the first 
time.

Access XOi Live for virtual 
help.

Access thousands of manuals, 
diagrams, videos and photos.

Capture before & after 
photos & videos on each 
job. Say goodbye to 
manual note taking and 
customer distrust. 

All of the work captured 
on site is saved within 
your organization for 
easy reference and 
future jobs.

Your dataplate photos 
will instantly pull up 
bulletins, notifications, 
manuals and more 
related to the unit you 
are servicing.

Identify your serviced 
equipment with end of 
life opportunities.


